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Chapter 2587

　　”Anyway, I heard from Tang Qin’s agent that Mrs. Ji invited Tang Qin to Ji’s house for
dinner when she was free recently.”

　　”Alas, some people are really empty.

　　” Otherwise, why would you be in the lounge…” Before she

　　finished speaking, the female number three suddenly saw Ruan Yan walking down the
stairs in the corridor, and her face suddenly turned pale, “Ruan… ..Sister Ruan Yan.”

　　”You’re several years older than me, so I’m wrong to call you sister.” Ruan Yan walked in
front of the group of people calmly and indifferently.

　　Thinking that Ruan Yan might have heard all of their conversations, these people were a
little embarrassed.

　　Especially female No. 3, embarrassed feet can be buckled out of a room.

　　Chen Qianhe pretended to be panic and covered her mouth, “Sister Ruan Yan, did you
hear what we said? I’m sorry, we shouldn’t discuss you behind your back, but I really think
it’s better for women to be more careful. If you don’t love yourself anymore, how can others
love you.”

　　Ruan Yan looked at Chen Qianhe seriously for a few seconds, and suddenly laughed
softly, “You are right, thank you for your guidance.”

　　Chen Qianhe was stunned, not only her, The others couldn’t believe it either. Ruan Yan,
who was usually cold and clear, was taught a lesson by Chen Qianhe, a newcomer in the
entertainment industry, and she didn’t even refute it.

　　Thinking of this, everyone suddenly felt that Ruan Yan was actually quite a bully.
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　　”I’m going to change clothes and film first.” Ruan Yan ignored everyone’s eyes and walked
away.

　　Chen Qianhe’s arrogant voice came from behind, “I guess I know that Mr. Ji’s backer has
not been around for a long time, so let’s hold your tail and be a man.”

　　Ruan Yan’s eyes darkened, and Zhao Xin said angrily: “Ruan Ruan, You should have
slapped her just now, what kind of thing is Chen Qianhe, a newcomer who just joined the
company, dare to be so arrogant in front of you, you are weak, others will only think you are
better to bully.”

“Slaps will also make my hands hurt.” Ruan Yan said lightly.

　　”Then let her bully you like that?” Zhao Xin said, “I think you can call Mr. Ji and ask her to
fire Chen Qianhe.”

　　Ruan Yan laughed to herself, will Ji Ziyuan fire Chen Qianhe for her?

　　Be funny.

　　After entering the lounge, she took out her mobile phone, opened WeChat, and sent a
message: [Release Chen Qianhe’s materials? 】

　　The other party replied: 【Are you sure? Chen Qianhe is a newcomer to Fanyu’s favor, and
the backstage is hard. If there is a problem at this time, I am afraid Fanyu will not give up. 】

　　Ruan Yan: 【Are you afraid? ]

　　The other party replied: [Oh, that’s not true. Since you said so, then I’ll let it go. 】

　　In the afternoon, a scandal broke out in the entertainment industry.

　　A reporter broke the news that Chen Qianhe, an artist of Fanyu Entertainment, and Zeng
Hengshu, the vice president of Fanyu Entertainment, were kissing. Chen Qianhe seduced
married husbands, and also scolded Zeng Hengshu for sleeping in the company’s artists,
and even netizens dug up all the names of Fanyu’s artists. For a time, not only Chen Qianhe,
Zeng Hengshu, but even the entire Fanyu artists were involved in this game in scandal.
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　　[My God, I like Chen Qianhe after watching variety shows before, vomit, disgusting. ]

　　[Variety shows are all designed by people, don’t you think about it, if Chen Qianhe didn’t
have a backstage, how could a small Internet celebrity suddenly enter the film and television
circle? You see how good her resources are, Fang Xinjie, who is with the company, signed a
contract two years earlier than her. , and she still plays the fourth female lead. ]

　　[Chen Qianhe, be a shameless little three, get out of the entertainment circle. 】
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　　[Don’t you think that Zeng Heng is a scumbag? This kind of person is also a vice
president. You said that all the female stars of Fanyu were taken by him…. ]

　　[When you say this, I am reminded of one thing. Last year, Tang Qin also broke out that he
plagiarized his friend’s work. Almost everyone shouted and beat him. I also received a main
drama, and it will start filming in two months. You said that Tang Qin’s resources are so
awesome, do you also rely on the backstage? 】

　　【It’s very possible, it’s probably either Zeng Hengshu or their president. ]

　　[I’m rubbing it, isn’t it? Even with Tang Qin’s acting skills, I still want to make a real drama.
Is the threshold for making a real drama so low now? 】

　　【I also heard that this kind of person has not been blocked, and most of them have a
backstage. ]

　　[So, I don’t want to watch Fanyu’s female artists anymore. They have poor acting skills,
are not prudent, and have a chaotic private life. ]

　　[Oh, don’t knock over a boat of people with one pole. I think Ruan Yan’s acting skills from
Fanyu are not bad. I like Ruan Yan very much. ]

　　[It is said that in Ruan Yan’s new drama recently, Chen Qianhe is the second female. ]
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　　[You said that drama, I also heard about it. It is said that the script has been changed
many times, and Chen Qianhe’s role as the second female lead is similar to Ruan Yan. ]

　　[Bah, I don’t even watch any TV shows with Chen Qianhe, so I boycott it. 】

　　【I also boycott. 】

　　”…”

　　Because netizens have detonated heated discussions on the Internet.

　　During the afternoon break, Chen Qianhe’s assistant handed her the phone anxiously.

　　When he saw those photos on the Internet, Chen Qianhe’s face turned bad.

　　How could this be? The affairs between her and Zeng Hengshu have always been kept
secret, and Zeng Hengshu has a special status with his back to Ji Ziyuan, and the paparazzi
did not dare to post it when they were photographed.

Why did it suddenly explode today?

　　For a while, many people on the set looked at Chen Qianhe with strange eyes.

　　Zhao Xin even shouted, “Oh, Ruan Ruan, look, some people told you in the morning that
you need to be careful when you are a woman, if you don’t take care of yourself, no one will
take care of yourself, uh, laughing to death. , this is that he has the face to talk about others
when he is the third child.”

　　Chen Qianhe was in a fit of anger, and was run on the spot by a small assistant, and his
anger surged up for a while, and rushed to Zhao Xin’s face. 　　But she didn’t incite, Ruan Yan
intercepted her hand and slapped

　　her fiercely, “This is what I slapped on behalf of Vice President Zeng’s wife. Being a junior
is so arrogant.”

Blood was instigated, and his face was swollen.
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　　Everyone was dumbfounded. They didn’t expect that Ruan Yan, with her small stature,
would slap her face harder than men.

　　”Director, Ruan Yan beat someone.” Chen Qianhe cried out unbearably, “I want to call the
police, hurry up and arrest her, I won’t forget about it.”

　　If it was before, the director would still protect Chen Qianhe for a few words . , but now he
only cares about this drama, and even sees Chen Qianhe getting angry, “You still have the
face to call the police, and you think that our crew is not stinky enough because of you,
didn’t you hear it on the Internet, you want to boycott your filming, What the contract said at
the beginning, you must guarantee your own image, now it’s alright, because of you, our
half-month scene may have to be retaken, you pack up immediately, our show can’t
assemble your big Buddha.”

　　Chen Qianhe only Feeling that he had never been so humiliated before, he stood up and
directly talked back to the director, “This matter, Vice President Zeng will soon suppress it,
and when the filming is over, others will forget about it, so don’t forget it, too. Behind Vice
President Zeng is President Ji.”
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